Scottish culture


The traditional costume worn by Scotsmen: the …………, is made of patterned woollen cloth: “…………………” which was unique to every Scottish clan (or family).

Traditional Scottish music is played with such instruments as the ……………………………,, the ……………………………………& the ………………………………………

These Scottish writers: Walter Scott became world-famous because they wrote: -
  J.M. Barrie -
  Robert Louis Stevenson -
  Arthur Conan Doyle -


They are championships in pipe bands (1), drumming (2), and Highland dancing (3)

and also competitions in HEAVY athletics: hammer throwing (4), tug-o-war (5), caber toss (6), stone throw or shot put (7), throwing weight for height (8):

These games also include entertainment and exhibits related to other aspects of Scottish and Gaelic culture.